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Re: 

comments in the interests of furthering the Congressional 
purpose underlying FACTA amendments to the FCRA while also pemitting NCRAs, 

ic 
month period, if the request is made using a centralized source established for that 

consumer reporting agenc 



contemplated by the FACTA 
obligations to consumers, users of consumer reports and hrnishers of consumer report 
infomation. Experian recognizes the difficulty the Commission faced in drafting a 
proposed rule with very rical data as a predictor of the 

ver, the Commission h 

ports is minimal; Experian 
in some aspects of the 



given to the NCRAs' obligation to respond to credit report requests from creditors, other 
credit report users, and consumers who will make their requests for a free file disclosure 

wing receipt of an adverse action notice, risk pricing notice, or in conjunction 
a fraud alert.* File disclosures inevitably le ertain percentage of consumer 

questions concerning the infom 
icular items of info 

apacity constraints in (if not the costs 
closure all of which, whe 

ealt with by eac 

Experian agrees 

to market additional fee-based products and services to interested cons~mers .~ AS the 
o~llrnission correctly notes rovision of these roducts and services (e.g., 

consumer's credit score) at e that consumers equest their free 
reports may be beneficial nvenient for consumers and efficient for the N 10 

FACTA $ 2 1 1(d)(2)(B). 
7 Webster 's 11 New College Dictionary, 1995. 

$8 615(a),(h), 605A(a)(2); 15 U.S.C. $5 1681m(a),(h), 1681cA(a)(2). 
ed rule $ 610.2(g)(l); 69 FR 13 198. 
13198. 



ures se co 
urce. erian 

Experian is concerned that, as drafted, the stan form will confuse 
consumers requesting their free file disclosure and imply delivery obligations on the part 
of the NCRAs that are not intended and cannot be met. First, the NCRAs have no means 
of verbally delivering a consumer's free file disclosure over the telephone. As a 
consequence, telephone delivery of a consumer's file 
consumers to identify a parti 
annual file disclosure shoul 

address, or work email address 

As the Commission antic 
osure requests in a 

entity, and otherwise as appropri 

rule 4 6 10.2(b)(2)(ii), 61 0.3(a)(2)(iii); 69 
rule 3 610.2(b)(l). 

l 3  69 FR 13194. 
'"reposed rule, App. D to 
' j  1d. 



A. Staggered Rollout: As mentioned above, Experian agrees with the concept of 
the staggered rollout of the centralized source as the best means of achieving the goal of 
making free credit reports available to all consumers within a 12- 

l6  69 FR 13 196 ("By permitting NCRAs to decline to accept some requests . . . during times of 
extraordinary request volume, the proposed rule allows the NC s to postpone receiving those 

") (emphasis added). 
rule 5 6 10.2(b)(2)(iv)(C). 

l 8  FACTA 5 2 1 1 (d)(2)( 
l 9  FACTA 5 21 l(d) 



than four, geographic regions. To meet the proposed rule's apparent goal of making the 
centralized source available to the entire country within a 12-month period, Experian also 

the rollout period for 
for Regions 3 throug 

e following table sets fort racticable rollout 

nfomation reveals that, in ng the current west-to- 
east rollout, the Commi requests would co 
from the westem regio 



current disclosure capacity (as long as "intervening factors" don't suggest it should be 
bigger), but build double that capacity (or more), and from that starting point be prepared 
for demand to double on a weekly basis in the transitional phase of the implementation. 

An examination of 
uest volume" makes thi 

aragraph (c) then provides that: 

R 13 198 (recognizing that "the precise demand for consumer free annual file disclos 
rgely unknown" and basing estimates on an analysis of free file requests in states w 

state law provision requiring such disclosures). 
" 69 FFR 13198. 



es: 

eeting hope of having any protection from claims arising out of failure to provide a free 
report. There are thus a myriad of faults and unintended consequences as a result of the 
interplay of these provisions of the proposed rule. 

different request methods. Ev 
nt number of disclosures made 

extraordinary request volume. 

osed rule Ij 6 10.2(c) (emphasis added). 
osed rule § 61 0.2(c)(l). 



risks launching a regime destined to fail. 

Experian believes that the 
the ability to comply with the fre 
m to the possibility of violat 

uring the transition 

states that currently re 

1. Anticipating cons emand volume. 

There is no reliable empirical basis for anticipating consumer deman 
isclosure. However, the le requires that fro 

30 69 FR 13198. 
31 Conversely, under the Commission's scheme, if the request method, centralized source or a 
given NCRA experiences abnor ally low volume for the applicable meas 
to normal volumes thereafter may trigger "extraordinary request volume" 
overall capacity is not an issue. 
32 Id. 
33 



d inappropriate, in the absence of definitive data, to require the 
volume of consumer demand from the first day that the 

centralized source becomes available to the first consume 
failure to do so a violation of the rule. Any rule that allow 

satisfy ever increasing demands de 

Information offers any reliabl 
procedures will be measured. 

roposed rule $ 6 10(b)(2)(i). 
35 Proposed rule $ 610.3(a) (requiring the NC s accept free file disclosure requests by mail, 

ne number, and over the inte 



submit their request (because the request is briefly deferred), or they may have to wait to 
receive their file disclosure (because the request is queued). Consumers seeking their free 
annual credit reports through the centralized source have not received an adverse action 

ed pricing notice, nor have they 
isclosures are not time-sensitive 

ports in connection w ion notice or risk-based 
ve their access to the in any way whatsoever. 

erian's recommendation that the capacity of th source and eac 
t at a fixed amount during the transitio 
lieves that capacity should ultimately re 

assume that once e rollout and transition periods end, t 
the centralized source based 

, on a going forward basis, the 
centralized source base on the actual volume of co 

41 Id. 
42 At the very least, the Commission should faith" standard, suc 
capacity made by the NC not subject to attack. 

ty is the sum of (i) the total current annual number 
report, plus (ii) 2.3 1 times t 

isclosures in states 



rollout of the c 

adjustment, the NCRAs will be attempting to meet subjective and poorly defined targets 
ough ill-considered business modifications that may prove ineffective and costly. 

2. e facto rule violations 

lume if, as part of their reasonable procedure 
ers who will contact the centralized 

centralized system or the centralized sour 
non-exclusive list 
operations: natura 

ortages, computer viruses, coordi 
ons in consumer request volume. 

lans must include measure 

- 

44 rule 3 610.2(c), (e). 
45 



increases in call volume due to unforeseen circumstances) preclude it from 
complying with [this Consent Decree] provided that the defendant takes 
reasonable steps to minimize the impact of these events on its toll-free 
telephone number service and promptly restores service to levels that 
comply with this Consent ~ e c r e e . " ~  

impact. 

The proposed rule also requires that the 
easures to minimize the impact on o 

A. To the extent possible, ation to consumers on how 

roposed rule 5 6 10.2(~)(2). 



C. Surge Protection: Experian is concerne that, under the proposed rule, during 
the initial transition eriod, the extraordinary request volume is based upon 200% of the 
anticipated demand! As pointed out above, this standard in effect dictates building a 
system at least two times larger than reaso ly necessary, and potentially requires that 

to double its capacity in a short pe 

disclosure rate in states where fr 

1 need for such a resource buildup. Experian 
ly systems costs. Rather, Experian and the other 

oposed rule 5 61 



eves that extraor 
25% increase ov 

any amount of disclosures over the initial centralized so 
addition, the high request volume protections outlined in the proposed rule should 
continue after the rollout and transition periods. 

oreover, the proposed rule shoul make clear that, with respect to the capacity 

ission to consider "the signi 
n consumer reporting agencies in 
"appropriate means to ensure th 

eet those demands." 
roviding annual file disclosures 

from adverse action under 
free file disclosures provi 
section 612(c)(3), 15 U.S ). Further, consumer reporting 

5 1 It is these "back end" costs that will prove to be the ost expensive aspect of free annual 
ission' tes of costs stated in 
ely on ent obligations, far t 



protections if they failed to develop and implement contingency plans to address 
circumstances that are outside their control even if these circumstances had no effect on 
the extraordinary request volume. 

dinary request volume 

D. Associated Consmer Reporting Agencies: The 
provide a annual free file isclosure to a consumer up 

centralized source if the agency has the "'a " to provide a consumer report relating to 
at consumer to a thi 

reporting agencies,"j4 which are the agencies that maintain "consumer files within 



scope that is considerably larger than the local geography of the credit files which they 
actually own. 

The Commissi Congress intended that all consumers 
obtain annual free file sures. If the associated consumer reporting agencies are not 
required to provide fr 
consumers in those ee annual credit reports 
Congress intended. 
access to credit rep 

eover, the relative c 
hat are contractually 
nt that all such agen 

o must provide such reports. 

Experian believes that the associated co 
included in the proposed rule if the rule is revis 



that NCRAs comply with the Safeguards Rule is redundant and inadvedently creates 
liability for the NCRAs where none should otherwise exist, the provision should be 
deleted from the final rule. 59 

aspects 
cies. The FACTA does not require 

icipate jointly in the centralized so 
actions or failures of either or bo 

on its own actions or failures to act. 

- 

56 Proposed rule 5 6 10.2(f). 
. 5 3 14.1 (b); see also, 67 F ere the Commission noted in its final 

Safeguards Rule that "financial institution" includes "consumer r e p o ~ i n g  agencies."). 
58 15 U.S.C. 5 6805(a). 
59 Similarly, the application of the GL rivacy Rule answers t e Commission's various 

data collected by the NC obviates any nee 



consideration. To assist the ission in its rulemaking, 
ve comments to address those questions posed by the Commission in its Supplemental 
nnation. 


